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Knowledge Organiser Focus: So it begins…

Colour Theory 
You will understand primary and 
secondary colours as well as looking at 
how colour can express emotions. You 
will get to grips with using colour 
effectively and to have impact 

Mark Making
Is a term used to describe the 
different lines, patterns, and textures 
we create in a piece of art. It applies 
to any art material on any surface, not 
only paint on canvas or pencil on paper.

Portrait Work 
You will understand how to draw 
parts of the face and work with 
proportions. You will study various 
artists within this

• Some basic knowledge of how 
to draw and paint

• How to use some different 
media such as paints and 
pastels

How to draw, paint and mark make 
effectively. Increase your drawing 
skills and working with proportions. 
Understand how to work with a 
range of different media. 

Proportion The size of something compared to something else.

Form A three dimensional shape 

Tone the quality of brightness, depth or hue of a colour

Texture the way surfaces look and feel, i.e. rough, smooth, soft, etc.

Line A one dimensional path, can vary in width, length, curvature, colour or direction

Shape Describes the two-dimensional outline

Composition The arrangement and layout of objects in a page, i.e. whether they're close 
together or far apart

Have a go at drawing the 
portraits of some of your 
friends and family 

Practice makes perfect!



Knowledge Organiser Focus: Colour Theory

A basic knowledge of colour 
theory helps us to express our feelings 
in an artwork. Colour can be 
create a mood or give a to the 
Historically, colours within an art work 
were one of the main ways to set the 
mood of the piece, and what meaning it 
would have 

A portrait is a painting, photograph, sculpture, or other artistic 
representation of a person, in which the face and its expression is 
predominant. The intent is to display the likeness, personality, and 
even the mood of the person. For this reason, in photography a 
portrait is generally not a snapshot, but a composed image of a 
person in a still position. A portrait often shows a person looking 
directly at the painter or photographer, in order to most 
successfully engage the subject with the viewer.

Key Vocabulary
Line: Flowing, Delicate, Simple, Bold, Thick, 
Thin
Tone: Subtle, Contrasting, Muted, Dramatic
Texture: Rough, Fine, Smooth, Coarse, 
Uneven
Shape: Organic, Curvaceous, Geometric, 
Angular, Elongated
Colour: Bold, Vibrant, Subtle, Pale, Earthy, 
Naturalistic, Warm, Cold

Critical Analysis:
What is the work about? 
What is the theme of the work?
Is the work realistic/abstract/surreal?
What message does the work communicate?
What media/materials/tools has the artist used?
What colours does the artist use? Why?
What shapes does the artist use? Why?
What mark-making techniques does the artist use? 
Why?
How big is the work? Why did the artist choose this 
scale?
Does the artist have a recognisable style. If so, 
explain what made you think this.
How does the work make you feel? Explain.
Does the colour, texture, form, theme, composition 
effect your mood?

Mark making is a term used to 
describe the different lines, 
patterns, and textures we 
create in a piece of art. It 
applies to any art material on 
any surface, not only paint on 
canvas or pencil on paper.

Mark Making

Face Proportions

Definitions:
Proportion - The size of something compared to 
something else.
Form - a three dimensional shape 
Tone - the quality of brightness, depth or hue of 
a colour
Texture - the way surfaces look and feel, i.e. 
rough, smooth, soft, etc.
Line - a one dimensional path, can vary in width, 
length, curvature, colour or direction
Shape - describes the two-dimensional outline
Composition – the arrangement and layout of 
objects in a page, i.e. whether they're close 
together or far apart
Subject - what is shown in the artwork, such as a 
portrait or a still life
Foreground and background - elements that 
appear to be in front or behind other aspects of 
the artwork

The Weeping Woman is an oil on 
canvas painted by Pablo Picasso in 

France in 1937.

Knowledge Organiser: Y7 Art Portraits

Secondary colours are made 
using primary colours. If you 
mix equal amounts of the 
primary colours, you get the 
Secondary colours - Purple, 
Green and Orange.

Primary colours are the 

three key colours - Red, 

Blue and Yellow. They cannot 

be made from any other 

colour.

Creating Depth

Colour and emotion colour 
can be used as a way to 
represent emotion in a piece 
of art. For example, red 
could signify love. The colour 
emotion shows all the 
emotions that are associated 
with each colour. Colour Emotion



Knowledge Organiser Focus: Colour Theory

A portrait

Key Vocabulary

Critical Analysis:

Mark making 

Mark Making

Face Proportions

Definitions:

The Weeping Woman 

Knowledge Organiser: Y7 Art Portraits

Secondary colours

.

Primary colours

Creating Depth

Colour and emotion

. 

Colour Emotion


